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In Abell’s Feb. 21 Auction—

Fine Art, Antiques, Modern Design & Jewelry Line Up

Larry Bell, “Cube” ($20/30,000).

Graff emerald & diamond ring ($200/250,000).

William Wendt, “California Landscape” ($50/70,000).
LOS ANGELES — Abell Auction Co. will conduct a fine art,
antiques, Twentieth Century
design and jewelry auction on
Sunday, February 21, at 10 am
PST. The sale features property
from
prominent
California
estates and will be highlighted
by a 23.73-carat Colombian
emerald ring by Graff. Other
prominent items include a still
life painting by Francoise Gilot,
a Larry Bell cube and a pair of
Chinese imperial palace panels.
Fine art in the upcoming auction includes paintings, drawings and sculptures signed
Charles Arnoldi (2); Larry Bell
(7); Maurice Braun; Arthur
Dove; Francoise Gilot; Duncan
Gleason; Yoshio Ikezaki; Jean
Mannheim; Gustavo Montoya;
Ed Moses; Leon Nikolaievitch
Bakst; Eric Orr (2); Edgar
Payne (2); Ronald Peterson;
Giulio Rosati; Richard Schmid;
Millard Sheets; Elmer Wachtel;
William Wendt; Hans Zatka
and many others. Some last
minute additions in this catego-

ry include three works by Hanson Duvall Puthuff.
Modern and contemporary
prints and multiples include
works signed Richard Diebenkorn (2); Jim Dine; Sam Francis
(2); Pedro Friedeberg; Robert
Graham; David Hockney; Jasper
Johns; Willem de Kooning; Roy
Lichtenstein (2); Henri Matisse;
Joan Miro; Robert Motherwell;
Pablo Picasso; Edward Ruscha
and many others.
Jewelry includes a 23.73-carat
Colombian emerald ring by
Graff; a pair of Cartier “Panthere” diamond and sapphire
earrings; rings by Marina B. (2);
Chanel earrings; pair of Bulgari
rock crystal and diamond ear
pendants; a group of ten loose
3.0+ carat diamonds; a 5.72carat round brilliant diamond
ring [I/SI1]; a 7.60-carat pear
brilliant diamond ring [J/I2];
Mayan jade necklace (2) and
much more.
Antique and modern furniture
includes a lapis lazuli, hardstone inset and gilt-bronze

Pair of Chinese imperial palace hardstone, zitan and embellished lacquer panels
($80/120,000).
French Empire table; Lalique
“Cactus” table; Mario Papperzini for Salterini patio set; Mexican Colonial carved wood
library table; pair of Chinese
hardwood and marble inset
moon-viewing chairs; Chinese
hardwood desk; 12-piece George
III inlaid dining set; Louis XVstyle consoles and commodes;
New York Gothic revival tall
case clock and much more.
Decorative arts include a col-

lection of Pablo Picasso Madoura pottery; Michael and Magdalena Frimkess pottery urn;
Louis Vuitton steamer trunk;
vases by Dale Chihuly (2); Vienna porcelain urn; Steinway &
Sons grand pianos (3); French
marble and bronze figural mantel clock depicting night and
day; gilt bronze rhinoceros after
Salvador Dali; Emile Galle
enameled glass drink set; sterling flatware services by Alan

Adler, Georg Jensen and Mappin & Webb; a collection of Sixteenth, Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Latin American
and Spanish santo figures; Persian room-size carpets, Spanish
embroideries and tapestries
and much more.
For
preview
information,
www.abell.com. Online bidding
is available. The Abell gallery is
at 2613 Yates Avenue. For information, 800-404-2235.

Fragile Freedoms: Maggie Meiners Revisits Rockwell
MONTCLAIR, N.J. — “Fragile Freedoms: Maggie Meiners
Revisits Rockwell,” a new photography exhibition at Montclair Art Museum (MAM), reimagines the iconic work of
early to mid-Twentieth Century painter and illustrator Norman Rockwell through the lens
of modern America. With stun-
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ningly vivid detail, Meiners’s
constructed photographs turn
nostalgia on its head and
rework Rockwell’s familiar
imagery to address contemporary issues, including racism,
sexuality, gender roles and the
impact of technology.
In our current environment
of social and political unrest, a
global pandemic and renewed
activism, MAM’s new installations, and supporting discussions, programs and banners,
are particularly relevant and
will engage visitors in new
ways. The hope is that it will
encourage new dialog in the
community about how to protect our fragile freedoms and
most vulnerable neighbors.
The series is on display
through June 13.
For almost a century, Rock-
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(left) Maggie Meiners (b 1972), “Freedom from Want,” 2015,
archival pigment print, Ed. 9 +2AP, courtesy of the artist; (right)
Norman Rockwell (1894-1978), “Freedom from Want,” Saturday
Evening Post, March 6, 1943, Norman Rockwell Museum.
well’s works have enjoyed
broad popular appeal for their
reflection of an idealistic
American culture. He considered himself a storyteller,
painting life as he would like it
to be. Meiners’s clever, engaging work modernizes Rockwell’s iconic themes, exposing
the nature of our current society with an unflinching eye,
and encourages viewers to see
their world, both past and
present, in a new light.
One of Meiners’s most poignant works is “Dream Act”
(2015), which shows a young
migrant girl flanked by border
patrol officers, a racial slur
scrawled on the wall above her
head. The composition is identical to Rockwell’s “The Prob-

lem We All Live With” (1964),
showing
6-year-old
Ruby
Bridges being escorted by
United States marshals to the
newly
integrated
William
Franz Elementary School on
November 14, 1960.
Rockwell used stage photographs as templates to produce his paintings. This
inspired Meiners to revisit
Rockwell’s work where the
photograph is the final product.
“As a child, I was always
intrigued by Norman Rockwell’s prolific cover illustrations for The Saturday Evening Post,” said Meiners. “[In
this series] I examine whether
the nostalgia of Rockwell’s
original works translates into

our rapidly changing lifestyles
and his very human tableaux
can reflect this moment of
time,” the artist adds.
With 18 photographs by
Meiners on display side by side
three paintings and illustrations from The Saturday Evening
Post
by
Rockwell,
museumgoers will experience
the juxtaposition of these two
bodies of work. While the social
climate in our country has
changed dramatically in the 60
years between Meiners and
Rockwell, comparisons of these
two bodies of work illustrate
that people’s desires and fears
often stay the same.
Born and raised in Chicago,
Meiners (b 1972) debuted her
series “Revisiting Rockwell” in
2016 at a solo exhibition at
Anne Loucks Gallery in Glencoe, Ill., and it has since traveled to venues nationally and
internationally.
“Art can be intimidating, and
for many people, Norman
Rockwell is a gateway,” said
Meiners. “I hope [visitors to
the exhibition] will just engage
in conversation about the
images and their relation to
current social issues. Art is a
potential platform for change,
and I feel I will have done my
job if they feel connected.”
The exhibition is co-curated
by Gail Stavitsky and Alison
Van Denend.
The Montclair Art Museum is
at 3 South Mountain Avenue.
For additional information,
www.montclairartmuseum.org
or 973-746-5555.

